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/ What will Adviser Zone offer? 
Based on feedback from users, we’ve focused our attention on the things most frequently requested.  
We’ve included the following enhancements: 
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/  Multiple fact sheet 
packaging 
Our tools now allow you to ZIP the set of 
fund factsheets together for all assets in 
the portfolio straight from the new 
business and top-up journeys.

/  Full address validation 
You can now simply enter the postcode 
of the address and choose the full 
address from the dropdown.

/  Stand-alone risk profiler 
We’ve removed the risk profiler from the 
application journey in order to speed the 
process.  Users can now access the risk 
profiler as a standalone tool as required.

/  Single sign on 
Ability to access MPM, Report Zone and 
the transactional web (Adviser Zone) 
via one login.

/  Multiple wrapper applications 
can be completed in parallel 
You will be able to create, manage and 
submit multiple wrapper applications 
all in one process.

/  Greater control over 
pending applications 
You will be able to remove old pending 
applications that are no longer required 
to help you tidy up your Pending Client 
view on Adviser Zone. 

/  Faster asset selection 
The search functionality has been 
improved and will allow you to use a 
wide range of unique asset identifiers 
when searching for an asset.

/  Improved re-registration process 
In addition to being able to select 
individual assets to re-register, you will 
also have the option to simply select ‘all 
assets’ if you wish.

/  Application 
specific documentation 
Generated as part of the online 
web journey. 

/  No more flash 
We’ve removed the need to have 
flash in order to use our tools.

/  Transaction history to cover any
period back to inception 
You can now view a full transaction 
history at wrapper level rather than 
having to view transactions year by year.
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